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Abstract 

The shoulder joint is the most complex joint of the human body. Because the shoulder joint 

is surrounded by the joint capsule and the joint ligament, this soft tissue is the main limitation of 

the shoulder joint movement and provides the stability of the shoulder joint. The disability of 

the shoulder joints is also limited by many daily functions, resulting in a decline in quality of 

life. In the clinical middle-aged and elderly patients with shoulder joint disease, the frozen 

shoulder (fifty shoulders) is the most common, because the joint capsules are sticky to each 

other, resulting in insufficient shoulder mobility. Serious people may have soreness and even 

pain at night. The treatment of shoulder joint disease is mainly focused on the reconstruction of 

pain and shoulder function to restore its joint mobility. In addition to medical treatment, if the 

rehabilitation can be carried out, the effect will be more significant, so good rehabilitation 

equipment, with good rehabilitation behavior will reduce the problem. The main purpose of this 

thesis was to construct a passive upper limb rehabilitation system suitable for medical 

rehabilitation institutions or patients' homes. The system can drive patients to passive 

rehabilitation of upper limbs. The system used single-chip micro-control core to reduce system 

complexity and cost. . The automatic stroke design allowed the patient to rehabilitate the upper 

limbs and solved the problem of limited shoulder movement. 
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